
All around the world, mechanical 
linking elements are used for a 
huge variety of applications. As a 
manufacturer, mbo Osswald wants 
as many users as possible to work in 
the way that is the most convenient 
and productive for them.
That is why the producer is now 
delighted to be able to offer the 
entire world of mbo Osswald in 
the languages Spanish and Italian 
– another step in making the lives 
of many innovators and purchasers 
that little bit easier.
Helpful online configurators for 
individual parts, 12,000 standard 
parts including an online shop and 
comprehensive services are now 
accessible and comprehensible for 
even more users.
The web site is now fully available 
in five languages: German, English, 
French, Spanish and Italian.

Usability, intuitive operation and 
the integration of 50 years of 
experience in the field of linking 
technology were our guiding lights 
during the development of the web 
site. However, if any functionality 
is missing, mbo Osswald would be 
delighted to receive your direct 
feedback!

About mbo Osswald 
mbo Osswald is a leading supplier 
of linking technology. At the Kuels-
heim-Steinbach site, 70 employees 
manufacture more than 12,000 
standard parts and are specialists in 
the production of individual draw-
ing parts to meet specific customer 
requirements.

Portfolio:
Standard parts: Clevises, clevis 
joints, bolts, retainers, angle joints, 
ball sockets, ball studs, axial joints, 
rod ends, pivoting bearings, knuckle 
eyes, cardan joints, machine ele-
ments
Precision turned parts / Drawing 
parts / Job order production / Pro-
duct development
Webshop / Online configurators / 
3D CAD models
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For further information:
mbo Osswald GmbH & Co KG
Metal processing • Linking technology
Steingasse 13
D-97900 Kuelsheim-Steinbach, Germany
Tel:   +49 (0) 9345/670-0
Fax:  +49 (0) 9345/6255
Email: info@mbo-osswald.de
Internet: www.mbo-osswald.com

¡Hola! Ciao! The mbo Osswald web site can now also be used in Spanish and 
Italian

¡Hola! Ciao! – mbo Osswald speaks Spanish and Italian!

Continuous extension of services


